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AB Doradus (HD 36705) is a young, ative, K{type dwarf. Reent work has shownthe AB Dor system to onsist of at least four stars (e.g. Guirado et al., 2006), butAB Dor itself is not a lose binary. The rapid rotation and the high level of ativity are aonsequene of the star's relative youth. Ativity signatures have been deteted at radio,UV, and X-ray wavelengths.AB Dor has been systematially observed sine attention was drawn to it by Pakull(1981), who disovered the �0.5 d rotation period, although in reent seasons optialoverage has dereased. An analysis of the photometri data to 2000 by J�arvinen et al.(2005) noted evidene for a possible �20{year ativity yle.We obtained CCD B and V data at the Brightwater Observatory, Tasmania, in 2007Marh 03{April 13 and 2007 Deember 15{2008 Marh 22. See Innis et al. (2007) for moredetails of the photometri equipment and method. The CCD �eld of view is 0:Æ80�0:Æ55,allowing us to observe both AB Dor and the omparison stars HD 36316 and HD 37082 si-multaneously. Instrumental magnitudes were found using standard aperture photometrytehniques. We orreted for extintion (inluding the seond{order olour{dependentterm in the B{band) and transformed our instrumental magnitudes to the standardCousins system.The mean and standard deviations for our observed V and B�V di�erenes HD 37082� HD 36316 were 1.72�0.01 and �1.30�0.03 respetively, whih agree reasonably wellwith previous work (Grothues et al., 1997, HD 37082: V = 9.651, B � V = 0.169,HD 36316: V = 7.951, B � V = 1.451; Cutispoto, 1998, HD 36316: V = 7.95, B �V = 1.46). Our �nal magnitudes and olours for AB Dor have been derived relative toHD 37082 (using V = 9.651, B � V = 0.169, from Grothues et al., 1997).
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Just over 1800 individual exposures were obtained in eah of B (exposure time 45s)and V (exposure time 30s) �lters, yielding around 450 data points in eah �lter as weaverage four onseutive exposures to redue sintillation noise (data�les are availablethrough the IBVS website as 5832-t1.txt, 5832-t2.txt). We use the period and epohof P=0.51479 d and HJD 2444296.575 (Innis et al., 1988) for the following phase plots.In 2007 Marh{April AB Dor varied in V by approximately 0.08 mag, from V �6.98to V �7.06, as shown in the top left panel of Figure 1. Minimum light is very nearly atphase zero. The top right panel shows the hek�omparison star magnitude di�erenesat the same sale.

Figure 1. Photometry from the Brightwater Observatory: Top left panel AB Dor V light urve for2007 Marh{April; top right panel: hek� omparison star V magnitude di�erenes 2007 Marh{April.Middle left panel: 2007 Deember{2008 Marh V AB Dor light urve; middle right panel: hek�omparison star V magnitude di�erenes 2007 Deember{2008 Marh. Lower left panel: V light urvefor AB Dor for aperture 4 of the ASAS data set (Pojmanski and Maiejewski, 2005) for 2006February{July. Lower right: observed (small dots) and phase{binned B � V data (big dots: 2007,triangles: 2008) for the Brightwater photometry.
In 2007 Deember{2008 Marh (middle left panel of Figure 1) the light urve wasless stable, with maximum light somewhat brighter, near 6.95, and with a lear shift inminimum to near phase 0.9. Minimum light at the two epohs are omparable. We showagain the hek�omparison star di�erenes in the middle right panel to support the asethat it is AB Dor whih has hanged { similar hanges have of ourse been noted earlier.The lower left panel of Figure 1 shows V data for AB Dor for 2006 February to July,taken in aperture 4 as part of the All Sky Automated Survey (ASAS, Pojmanski andMaiejewski, 2005). We inlude this to show that the amplitude of variation and thephasing of minimum light in mid 2006 was lose to that seen in our 2007 Marh{Aprilobservations.
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Our B data are somewhat more sattered than our V data, most likely due to thelower sensitivity of the CCD at shorter wavelengths. Small B � V hanges were noted,however these were of omparable size to the observational noise. We have binned ourB � V data in 0.1 phase bins to redue noise. The lower right panel of Figure 1 showsthe original and phase{binned B � V data. There is an indiation that the star is about0.02-0.03 mag redder when fainter in both seasons observed at Brightwater. The meanand sample standard deviation for our determination of B� V (for our entire CCD data,2007 Marh{2008 Marh) is 0.86�0.02 mag.For interest, we performed a spot modeling analysis on our 2007 Marh{April data.Adopting maximum light observed at that epoh as the unspotted ux level, we �ndthat a single, irular midlatitude spot of radius �14Æ produes a good �t to the data.However, if we take the historial maximum (equivalent to V �6.74) a polar spot near40Æ in radius (some 11% by area) is required to redue the overall ux, in addition to amidlatitude spot of around 12Æ needed to produe the rotational modulation. SupposingTstar= 5000 K and Tspot= 3500 K we get exellent simultaneous �ts both to the B andV light urves. For the modeling tehnique see Rib�arik et al., 2003.

Figure 2. Top panel: V {band data for AB Dor, from the ompilation of J�arvinen et al. (2005) (dots),with our reent data (extreme right, triangles), and ASAS aperture 4 data (rosses).The mean value ofthe ASAS data may be unertain by 0.05 mag. Our new data support the � 20{year ativity yleproposed by J�arvinen et al. (2005). Lower Panel: B � V data for AB Dor, from the unpublishedompilation of Messina (in preparation) and inluding our new B � V data. A lear variation is seen.
In the top panel of Figure 2 we show the omplete V history of AB Dor, as far as itis known, using the photometri ompilation of J�arvinen et al. (2005) and inluding our2007{2008 data. We inlude all the urrently available `aperture 4' ASAS data as rosses.For bright stars like AB Dor the biggest 'aperture 4' photometry (diameter = 6 pixels, onepixel �15 arses, see Pojmanski, 2002) gives magnitudes with the lowest noise. Thesedata over a reent gap in the reord, but we note there are systemati di�erenes of
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�0.05 mag between the various ASAS apertures. However, the ASAS data also suggestthat AB Dor was at the fainter part of its brightness range over this interval (e.g. as seen inthe data in the lower panel of Fig. 1). J�arvinen et al. (2005) dedued the likely preseneof two di�erent yles, one a `ip{op' (spot{longitude) yle of about 5.5 years, andanother, longer-term, mean{brightness yle of near 20 years. Our reent data, showingthe star to be even fainter than at the minimum reorded some 18 years ago, appearsto support the �20{year yle proposed by J�arvinen et al. (2005). Our new analysis,inluding the 2007{2008 data, yields a period of 19�3 y, with a false alarm probability(FAP) of 1.4�10�4, as determined using the Lomb method for unevenly sampled data(Press et al., 1992).In the lower panel of Figure 2 we plot the B � V history of AB Dor, from publishedobservations ompiled by Messina (in preparation), also with our reent data. A lear,long{term, olour hange is seen. Messina's analysis (in preparation) shows that the long-term B � V variations are in phase with the V variations, with the same yle period,but with a smaller variation amplitude. The new B�V data seem to further support theyli olor variation of AB Dor, with the star getting redder when it is fainter. We areontinuing the analysis.Aknowledgements: We thank D. Partridge, S. Norris, and T. Moon for assistanewith the onstrution of the Brightwater observatory, and Doug George (Di�ration Lim-ited) for data{aquisition software support. We made use of the SIMBAD database of theStellar Data Centre (CDS) Strasbourg, the NASA ADS database, the ASAS{3 database,and the data{redution pakages IRAF (NOAA, USA), MUNIWIN (by David Motl), andOCTAVE (J. Eaton and olleagues). K. Ol�ah thanks J. Jursik for advie and aknowl-edges support from the Hungarian researh grants OTKA-048961 and OTKA 068626.D. Coates thanks the Faulty of Siene, Monash University, for the provision of anHonorary Researh Fellowship. We also thank the many astronomers, too numerous tomention here, who have observed AB Dor over the years, whih allows this work to bearried out.
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